We study dilatonic domain walls specific to superstring theory. Along with the matter fields and metric the dilaton also changes its value in the wall background. We found supersymmetric (extreme) solutions which in general interpolate between isolated superstring vacua with non-equal value of the matter potential; they correspond to the static, planar domain walls with flat metric in the string (sigma model) frame. We point out similarities between the space-time of dilatonic walls and that of charged dilatonic black holes. We also comment on non-extreme solutions corresponding to expanding bubbles.
We address dilatonic domain wall solutions 1 which are specific to superstring theory. In the domain wall background along with the matter fields and metric the dilaton field also changes its value. Such walls are of particular interest because they correspond to configurations which interpolate between isolated superstring vacua and may thus shed light on the nature and connectedness of the superstring vacua. The primary goal is to present supersymmetric (extreme) solutions which correspond to static, planar domain walls in general interpolating between isolated four dimensional (4d) superstring vacua with non-equal value of the matter potential. We also comment on non-extreme walls.
Dilatonic domain walls are a generalization of the "ordinary" domain walls 2, 3 in an analogous way as dilatonic charged black holes 10, 11 are a generalization of "ordinary" black holes. Ordinary domain walls between vacua of non-equal cosmological constant fall into three classes: 4 (i) extreme (supersymmetric) static, planar domain walls, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 (ii) non-extreme domain walls (expanding bubbles with an inertial observer inside the bubble for each side of the wall) 4 black holes. 4 The intriguing similarity between the space-time of the walls and the one of the corresponding black-holes reappears in the case of dilatonic walls as well.
In the domain wall case the role of the mass (M) and the charge (Q) of the black hole is played by the energy density (σ) of the wall and the cosmological constant (Λ) outside the wall, respectively.
Potentially phenomenologically viable superstring vacua are described by an effective 4d N = 1 supergravity theory. The scalar part of the effective Lagrangian involves the metric g Eµν , the dilaton S ≡ e −2φ + ia (written in this form as a scalar part of the chiral superfield), 19 matter fields and gauge fields. In this note we do not include gauge fields; however, since the dilaton does couple to gauge fields the study of charged dilatonic walls is interesting and will be examined elsewhere. For the sake of simplicity we take only one (complex) matter field T , a scalar component of a chiral superfield interpolating between isolated minima of the matter potential.
To all orders in string loops the superpotential W = W 0 (T ) of the effective Lagrangian of superstring vacua does not depend on the dilaton, 16 i.e., it is only a function of the matter fields. In the Kähler potential K the dilaton couples 17, 18 in a special way: K = −κ −1 log(S + S * ) + K 0 (T, T * ). We put the imaginary part (axion) of the dilaton field to zero (a = 0) which turns out to be the solution of field equations for the dilatonic domain walls anyway. The scalar part of the Lagrangian (in the Einstein frame) is then of the form:
where
is the part of the potential that depends on the matter fields, only. Here 
2 × κe κK0 |W 0 | 2 to the total potential in Eq.(1) .
A natural frame to which strings couple is the string frame,i.e., the frame of the sigma model expansion of the string effective action. In this case (g s ) µν = e 2φ g µν the scalar part of the action is of the form:
We are searching for planar (in (x, y) plane), static, supersymmetric dilatonic domain walls interpolating between isolated supersymmetric minima withṼ 0 1,2 ≡ −2κe
The metric Ansatz is of the form:
and the scalar field T (z) and the dilaton φ(z) depend on z, only. Using a technique of the generalized Nester's form, as developed for the study of ordinary domain wall configurations in Ref. 5 , one obtains the relation between supersymmetry transformations and a Bogomol'nyi bound for the ADM energy density of the planar domain wall configuration:
where σ is the energy per unit area, C is the topological charge, g ij is the metric of the space coordinates. δ ǫ ψ µ , δ ǫ χ and δ ǫ η are the supersymmetry variations of the gravitino, supersymmetric partner of the matter field T and the dilaton S, respectively. For supersymmetric bosonic backgrounds, one has δ ǫ ψ µ = δ ǫ χ = δ ǫ η = 0 which yields coupled first order differential equations (Bogomol'nyi equations) for the metric (3), the complex matter field T (z) and the dilaton φ(z) Ansätze:
ζ is either +1 or −1 and can change sign when and only when W vanishes.
5,6
When Eqs.(5) are satisfied the (Bogomol'nyi) bound for the energy per area σ is saturated by the absolute value of the topological charge |C|. The charge can be unambiguously determined in the thin wall approximation. Then in the wall region (z ∼ z 0 ) the matter field T varies rapidly while the metric and the dilaton are slowly varying. We normalize A E (z 0 ) = 1 and chose the boundary condition e 2φ(z0) = 1:
Here, α 1,2 ≡ κe κK0/2 |W 0 | 1,2 = (−κṼ 0 /2) The first two equations in (5) govern the evolution of the matter field T (z); the first one corresponds to the "geodesic" equation 5 for the complex T field and is identical to the one of ordinary supersymmetric domain walls. 5 In the limit, κ → 0, it reduces to the constraint that the geodesic path of T corresponds to W which is a straight line through the origin.
The equation for the conformal factor A E (z) and the dilaton field (see Eqs. (5)) imply that A E (z)e 2φ(z) = const. which with the boundary conditions A E (z 0 ) = e 2φ(z0) = 1 imply:
Therefore, the metric factor A s (z) in the string frame is flat, i.e., independent of the value of the matter potential everywhere in the domain wall background. Although there is a nontrivial matter potential, the dilaton field adjusts itself in the domain wall background in such a way as to leave the string metric flat; strings do not "feel" the wall. In addition, the second equation for the matter field decouples from the metric and dilaton equations and the metric factor A E (z) can be expressed in terms of the matter field as A E (z) = exp( (7)) and thus the effective cosmological constant Λ = κ 1/2 e 2φṼ 0 /2 → 0.
In the following we discuss a special case: AdS (α 1 = 0) -M(α 2 = 0) walls.
M refers to the Minkowski space with zero cosmological constant. In this case the thin wall solution (located at z 0 = 0) has the explicit form :
where α 1 is defined after Eq.(6). For illustrative purposes we also present in Figure   1 an explicit finite size wall solution for T (z) ∈ R (solid line) and A E (z) (dashed line). We chose an example with There is an alternative possibility where supersymmetry is broken spontaneously by the matter part of the potential (Ṽ 0 ). This case is similar to the case of non-extreme of charged dilatonic black holes with M = Q/ √ 2. Now, the wall need not be static any more. A convenient way is to write the metric in the wall's rest frame and assuming that the ((2 + 1)d) space-time internal to the wall is homogeneous, isotropic and geodesically complete. The general form of metric (compatible with the constraint that σ > 0) is then of the form:
bubbles where β parametrizes a deviation of this solution from the supersymmetric one. As β → 0, the metric reduces to the extreme one (see Eq. (3)).
We address solutions corresponding to the AdS -M expanding bubbles with an inertial observer inside the expanding bubble on each side of the wall. On the M side there is a unique solution: A E (z) 2 = e −2β|z| , φ 2 = 0 which is identical to the ordinary Minkowski non-extreme wall solution. 2, 3, 28 In the rest frame of the wall the metric solution exhibits a cosmological horizon identical to the one of the Schwarzschild black hole horizon. In the inertial Minkowski coordinates the wall is expanding for t > 0. 4 On the AdS side the equations can be solved perturba-
The energy density of the wall is :
On AdS side the metric also exhibits cosmological horizons whose nature is subject to further investigation. In particular one is interested in the global space-time structure on the AdS side of the wall.
We found extreme (supersymmetric) dilatonic domain walls specific to isolated 27. 2d black holes with the massive dilaton were studied by M. McGuigan, C.Nappi, and S. Yost, Nucl. Phys. B375, 421 (1992).
